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SUMMARY 
A security analysis based on probabilities, consequences and costs resulted in a priority ranking 
for physical, logical and human threats for the proposed Swedish road user charging system using 
a smartcard solution. Countermeasures are described as top prioritized, highly prioritized, 
average prioritized and low prioritized and compared to operational errors. Logical 
countermeasures like encryption and local buffering are most cost efficient to implement and 
different human threats are most difficult to deal with. In the end a security solution based on 
dynamical safety mechanisms is suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the ARENA project is to develop a feasible solution for a Swedish heavy goods 
vehicles (HGV) kilometer tax. We present the results from a security analysis carried out on the 
proposed Swedish road user charging (RUC) system based on an on-board unit (OBU) using a 
smartcard solution.  
Information has value, someone is profiting from attacking the system. In a Track Log Recorder 
system the aim may be to avoid being charged the kilometer tax or to get information about a 
competitor. Besides direct loss of taxes for the government, a single hauling contractor may be 
driven out of competition (contract underbid, make a survey of haulage).  
To secure the Track Log Recorder system, both from an operational and a protection point of 
view, three basic presupposes must be fulfilled, the system must have confidentiality, integrity 
and availability. Confidentiality means that the information must be available only for authorized 
users, i.e. a verification of those making use of the system is necessary. Integrity assures that 
input information reaches the receiver in an unaltered condition. Finally, the service must be 
available for authorized users in spite of sabotage or more ordinary interruption of the services.   
The aim of doing a security analysis is to secure the cash flow and get increased acceptance for 
the system in use. The system must be fair, the confidence is dependent of that no systematic 
cheating happens for a crucial group of users, and reliable, information should be protected 
against inappropriate utilizing. This analysis identified a set of assets in the system and a set of 
associated threats connected to the assets. For each threat a number of countermeasures are 
identified together with a corresponding priority and cost estimation. Using the cost and priority 
we then propose which ones of the countermeasures that is either most urgent or most cost-
efficient to implement. In the end we discuss how these countermeasures could be combined into 
a well-balanced security solution according to the Swedish RUC requirements. 



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The secure Track Log Recorder is the kernel of the OBU in the Swedish concept. We assume it to 
be a smart card (IC-card) which stores and generates the Track log from the position and time 
records that is coming from the positioning and time device. The Secure Track Log Recorder 
store a batch of records, until reporting criteria is met, attach a sequence number to the batch to 
enable verification of all information being reported, and finally signs the batch and sequence 
number to guarantee its validity and to prevent later manipulation. The process is designed to 
prevent any efforts to generate valid data packages at later moments, e.g. in the event of a control 
situation (Sundberg et.al. 2007). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The process of collecting and controlling kilometer taxes.  
 

In Figure 1 a toll charger is supposed, which exclusively communicate with the toll service 
provider. So, the haulers buy the service from the intermediary who in turn has the obligation to 
render accounts and answers spot-check control from the recipient. We restrict the analysis to the 
OBU, the communication channels and part of the central resources, i.e. no external payment 
routines are discussed. 
 
SECURITY ANALYSIS 
The methodology of a standard risk analysis (Peltier 2005) was used in the security analysis. This 
method includes five steps that could be iterated to keep the analysis up-to date. The first step is 
to identify the assets in the system, i.e. what needs to be protected within the system. We 
identified entities that need protection and these can be both physical, e.g. the on-board-unit 
(OBU) installed in HGV, and imaginary, such as positioning data about HGVs. In the second step 
different threats against the identified assets are identified. Then probability and consequence 
values are estimated for each threat. Next, a risk value is calculated by multiplying the probability 
and the consequence value for each threat. This risk value is then used when prioritizing the 
identified threats. Threats with risk values below certain threshold is then removed as they are 
considered to be either too unlikely or with negligible consequences. In the last step a number of 



countermeasures are being mapped to the remaining threats. Each countermeasure also has an 
estimated cost which in the end is combined with the risk value for the associated threat to 
identify what countermeasures that are most cost-efficient to implement.  
To summarize, the procedure looks as follows: 
1. Determine on system assets 

2. Identify associated threats 
3. Estimate probability and consequence values for each threat 

4. Calculate risk value and prioritize the threats according to these 
5. Identify suitable countermeasures and prioritize them according to their cost-efficiency 

 
SYSTEM ASSETS 
We identified four different groups of assets within the system separated between the OBU, the 
communication infrastructure, sensitive data processed by the system and the central servers. 
First the OBU consists of hardware, software, communication aerial, GPS-aerial, power supply 
and cablage between the OBU and e.g. GPS-aerial. Second, the communication link needs access 
to a mobile GSM system for sending data. The data consist of identification information for a 
specific driver or vehicle, positioning data and time stamps connecting a specific case with a 
point of time. Also, cryptographic keys are needed for the server communication through an 
encrypted connection. Finally the central servers contain databases with the sensitive data 
mentioned above.   
 
IDENTIFIED THREATS 
All identified threats were divided into the following three different groups; physical, logical, and 
human. The physical group includes threats that target physical components in the system, e.g. 
hardware failure or theft. Logical threats target system routines or software, e.g. software failures 
or denial-of-service attacks. Finally, the group of human threats target threats related to humans, 
e.g. bribing or social engineering. The order of priority is explained both from the aspect of the 
hauler and the authority. From a hauler’s point of view, a cheating or spying competitor means 
less business growth. From the authorities point of view there are three threats that must be set 
aside:  

• Large-scale cheating – jeopardize financing. 

• Directed cheating – jeopardize the system confidence. 
• Sabotage - jeopardize reliability. 

In Figure 2 the threats with the highest risk values, based on probability and consequences, are 
described. This description is based on an expert validation done together with Sweco a Swedish 
consulting company and Netport a competence centre within intelligent logistics. Probability was 
ranked based on a five graded scale: 

1. Highly improbable, e.g. natural disaster like bigger earthquake (in Sweden). 
2. Not entirely excludable, e.g. bigger power failure. 

3. Will sooner or later occur. 



4. Will most probably occur. 

5. Will for sure occur, e.g. a non-functioning OBU.  
Next, a similar five graded scale (1 negligible and 5 disastrous) is used for calculating the degree 
of negative influence caused by a realized threat: 

1. Operations disturbance striking single haulers. 

2. Handling errors or sabotage striking single haulers. 
3. Operations disturbance striking a large number of haulers. 

4. Handling errors or sabotage striking a large number of haulers. 
5. Large-scale operations disturbance or sabotage. 

Based on the estimated values for probability and consequence a risk value was calculated for 
each threat by multiplying probability and consequence. The top prioritized physical threats 
include various types of physical tampering with the OBU. Top rated logical threats include 
failures at the central server, lost communication channels, and software failures. Highly rated 
human threats include various usability problems, i.e. the users use system components wrong. 
All threats below a risk value of 8 is excluded from the current analysis, i.e. all threats that are 
highly improbable or with a disturbance that only affects a single hauler is not further treated. 
Meaning that at least one parameter must have a high ranking, i.e. a 4 or a 5, or that both 
parameters are 3.  

 

Id Threats Proba-
bility 

Conse-
quence 

Risk 
value 

P1 The OBU is stolen 4 2 8 
P2 The OBU without power (driver induced) 5 2 10 
P3 Sabotage of several GPS-aerials 2 4 8 
P4 Internal manipulation of data between components on a 

single OBU  
4 2 8 

P5 Internal manipulation of data between components on 
multiple OBUs 

3 4 12 

P6 Interference of data between the OBU and the 
GSM/GPRS-module 

4 2 8 

L1 Incorrect software in the OBU 4 3 12 
L2 Vulnerable software in the OBU 2 4 8 
L3 Malicious software in the OBU 2 5 10 
L4 No available communication link  4 3 12 
L5 Interference of communication link 2 4 8 
L6 Monitoring communication link 3 4 12 
L7 Modification of data via comm. link, affecting several 

haulers  
2 4 8 

L8 Fabricated data via  comm. link, affecting several haulers 2 4 8 
L9 DoS-attack against comm. link, affecting several haulers 2 5 10 
L10 The central server unreachable 3 5 15 
L11 Unauthorized  admittance to both central server and data 2 4 8 



L12 Fallback solution unreachable due to operational 
disturbances 

3 3 9 

L13 Fallback solution unreachable due to sabotage 2 5 10 
H1 Defective OBU functionality due to mishandling failure 5 2 10 
H2 The OBU stops working due to mishandling failure 4 2 8 
H3 Data leakage by the central server   2 5 10 
H4 Incorrect authorization by the central server 2 4 8 
H5 Enduser ”forgets” the OBU 5 2 10 
H6 ”Chinese wall” problematic  4 2 8 
H7 Charge receiver delivers incorrect data  2 5 10 

Figure 2 The major identified threats where P represents physical, L logical and H human 
threats. 

 
COUNTERMEASURES 
Countermeasures were found for the threats and cost values were estimated from a five graded 
scale, ranging from (1) negligible to (5) cumbersome cost or:  

1) Negligible cost. 

2) Low cost, e.g. technique for  noticing driver about low current level at OBU. 
3) Average cost, e.g. use of tamper resistent technique at OBU.  

4) High cost, e.g. preserve a well functioning fallback solution. 

5) Cumbersome cost, e.g. protect against communication link disturbance.  

 

Id Countermeasures Risk 
value 

Costs Priority 

L4 Local buffering of data until communication link available  12 2 6 
L6 Encryption of communication data implicating no leakage 

of data unless the OBU is cracked.  
12 2 6 

P2 The OBU notify driver when current level is low  10 2 5 
L10 System fallback for hardware, communication equipment 

and power supply  
15 3 5 

L3 Only approved and signed software are executed  10 2 5 
L12 Routines ready for handling such situations, e.g. validated 

specified contracts  
9 2 4,5 

P5 Use tamper/interception resistant hardware and encrypt all 
communication between components in the OBU  

12 3 4 

P1 Avoid components that are especially liable to be stolen, 
e.g. commercial accessible GPS modules  

8 2 4 

L1 Realistic and careful testing of all software  12 3 4 
L7 Encryption of communication data implicating no leakage 

of data unless the OBU is cracked 
8 2 4 

L8 Encryption of communication data implicating no leakage 
of data unless the OBU is cracked 

8 2 4 

L11 Valid access protection and authentication of users  8 2 4 



H4 Continues verification of authorization access  8 2 4 
L13 Routines securing proof collection and the subsequent 

police contact  
10 3 3,3 

P4 Use tamper/interception resistant hardware and encrypt all 
communication between components in the OBU 

8 3 2,7 

P6 Use tamper/interception resistant hardware in the OBU 8 3 2,7 
H6 Introduce the Chinese Wall model 8 3 2,7 
H1 Clear visualization of the OBU configuration combined 

with fines when the OBU is not in accordance with the 
valid vehicle    

10 4 2,5 

H3 Continues control combined with employee training  10 4 2,5 
H5 Expanded external control system  10 4 2,5 
H7 Spot check, faultless operation  10 4 2,5 
L9 Limited implicit protection available by legal proceedings  10 5 2 
L2 Penetration testing of all software  8 4 2 
H2 Clear visualization of the OBU configuration and status  8 4 2 
P3 Verifying the GPS-signal (the support must be 

implemented in the GPS-system)  
8 5 1,6 

L5 Limited implicit protection available by legal proceedings 8 5 1,6 
Figure 3 Countermeasures for the identified threats based on a priority ranking. 

 
Based on this cost estimate and the risk value we calculate how cost-efficient each 
countermeasure is to implement, which is calculated by dividing the risk value with the cost. In 
our case we have a priority between 25 (highest risk value divided by lowest cost) and 1,6 
(lowest possible value after excluding risk values below 8), or practically between 6 and 1,6. 
High values indicate that highly prioritized threats could be addressed using cheap 
countermeasures, while low values indicate how low prioritized threats have expensive 
countermeasures associated with them.  
The priority of countermeasures may be grouped into: top prioritized, highly prioritized, average 
prioritized and low prioritized. We include countermeasures with a priority between 4,5 and 6 as 
top prioritized, they are all cost-efficient to implement. Next, the highly prioritized 
countermeasures, with a priority of 4, should be further analyzed because of limited costs (2 or 
3). Most of the average and probably all of the low prioritized countermeasures should be left 
without, at the moment, taken measure about them, but see discussion for some exceptional 
cases. Below we give some examples of different countermeasures versus different 
prioritizations.  
One of the two most top ranked countermeasures implies encryption of all traffic between the 
OBU and the central servers. Because of standard components available today, the cost is very 
limited. Even better, encryption guards against both integrity and confidential threats during the 
communication between the OBU and the central servers (see L6, L7 and L8 in figure 3).  
The second most top ranked countermeasure addresses the issue of local buffering, i.e. the 
vehicle is outside radio coverage area exemplified by the GSM-net. The countermeasure includes 
local buffering of all not yet sent data and resending data when communication appears again.  
Use of a backup system at the central servers also gets a high priority, e.g. avoiding lack of data 
caused by hardware failure. Malware may be defeated by only executing signed up software, i.e. 
a low cost for solving a potential big problem. Some of the threats aimed at attacking the fallback 



solution are not possible to fully defend against. A typical example is a denial of service attack 
where legitimate users are not able to use services. Implicitly, routines may in advance describe 
how to handle such situations, e.g. collecting evidence and when to contact external experts.   
  
DISCUSSION 
In the preceding section different countermeasures were described for each identified threat.  
The order of prioritization was found by calculating the quotient of risk value and costs for 
addressing the threat. The risk value is the product of the probability of realized threats and its 
estimate. Together these parameters indicate how to prioritize different security measures. 
These judgments of the threat analysis do not necessarily overlap the task of correcting 
operational errors as our two examples below show.  
First, the physical threat of internal manipulation of data between components on a single OBU 
(P4) and multiple OBUs (P5) respectively give different risk values (8 and 12). The larger risk 
value for P5 is dependent on bigger consequences when several drivers are involved despite less 
probability for this to happen. The cost for correcting the errors is equal because correcting a 
error is done on a single OBU, i.e. an implemented solution (use tamper/interception resistant 
hardware and encrypt all communication between components in the OBU) during design phase 
corrects both the single and multiple OBU cases. So, the security analysis gives P5 a high ranking 
and in addition includes the lower ranked P4. 
Second, a fallback solution may be unreachable because of operational disturbances (L12) or by 
sabotage (L13). The consequences are considerable bigger during sabotage (manipulation of data 
cannot be excluded), but the likelihood of an operational error is bigger. Together the risk values 
round up about the same, i.e. operational disturbances 10 and sabotage 9. The cost for taking care 
of sabotage is higher (report and logging with cost 3) than taking care of operational errors 
(routines with cost 2) but taken both aspects together gives higher priority to operational 
disturbances compared with sabotage, i.e. to correct an operational error is a preventive step 
partly solving the corresponding countermeasures against sabotage.   
The security analysis prioritizes both the purpose (operational error or sabotage) and large-scale 
degree where an operational analysis concentrates upon the actual consequences caused by a 
disturbance. Partly these views overlap each other (large-scale attacks cause bigger 
consequences), but partly they are incompatible (an infringement not affecting the work will be 
ignored by the operational analysis). We illustrate this by the following examples.  
A denial of service attack against the communication link strikes several haulers (L9) where 
consequence and probability is the same for both operational and security analysis, i.e. very large 
consequences but a limited probability. In the security analysis we estimate a very large 
protection cost simply because such an attack is hard to anticipate and protect against, i.e. a low 
prioritization from a security point of view. An operational analysis supplements the system with 
back-up solutions which also causes a very large cost. Taken care of these operational solutions 
also indirectly solves the task of getting a running system again after a denial of service attack. 
Malware installed in the OBU (L3) does not automatically affects operational issues, everything 
is functioning because the activity is in the background. From a security scenario point of view 
there may be disastrous consequences with not negligible probability (if the OBU is susceptible 
to external communication). The countermeasures rely on experienced technique making the cost 
highly justified, i.e. this is a highly prioritized countermeasure. Indirectly, this may stop other 
intrusion attempts opened up by the malware (the system is no longer trusted).    



We have chosen to concentrate the threat analysis upon the OBU part but a few attacks (M3 and 
M4) also include threats against the central servers. Handling of data imply that information 
about haulers are stored on a toll service provider server (paid kilometer taxes) or toll charger 
server (position data and time stamps), causing threats with different degrees of difficulties. The 
easy problem is charging data, i.e. only a limited amount of qualified employees should have 
access to such a register. A harder problem is traffic reporting, i.e. show statistics without 
violating the integrity of the single hauler. The hardest problem is handling of meta-data, how is 
it possible to avoid leakage of sensitive information (specification of payment, yearly 
compilation) which is outside the authority of the central server. 
The presented values related to priority and indirectly probability, consequence and cost related 
to the threats may be put in question, because there is no working system to rely upon. We have 
chosen not to exactly specify the requirements of the OBU, but propose a smartcard based 
solution easy to upgrade, i.e. a thin OBU. At different extremes there is the heavy OBU 
(implemented German system) or no OBU at all (harmonized diesel fuel tax). In our thin OBU 
client the data is (mostly) stored and processed at a central server. From a security point of view 
this is an advantage, resources are concentrated at securing central units instead of taking 
measures for each and every OBU (from an operational view this must not be the case, when a 
central server stops working all activities are shut down).  
Smartcard gives a limited hardware protection strengthened by additional protection shields 
(Anderson 2001). On the other hand haulers have access to the smartcard making it possible to 
manipulate data if necessarily skills are available. Countermeasures are technically (protection 
shields, encryption or obfuscation) or system dependent (distribute new smartcard at certain 
intervals). 
A normal system development starts with a specification of crucial demands followed by the 
design demands, implementation of the system and testing reliability before reaching the users. 
From a cost perspective, avoided errors are much better than detected errors, sometimes 
estimated as a reduction factor 100 for the development costs (Damm 2006). So as a main 
conclusion, errors should be avoided or being more manageable through a risk analysis. This is 
true for the operational part and especially for the security part because security vulnerabilities 
are real hard to discover during a test phase. We have started this work by doing a threat analysis 
of the Swedish road user charging system. Next the OBU, communication link and the central 
resources must in detail be specified making it possible to do an in-depth analysis of security 
vulnerabilities.   

CONCLUSIONS 
In the presented security analysis threats based on probabilities, consequences and costs resulted 
in a priority ranking for physical, logical and human threats. The security analysis should be an 
integrated part of the system development through all different phases both before and after the 
system is put into operation. By combining security and operational aspects the maintenance can 
be made more efficient and costs can be reduced. Also, if it is possible to chose between a simple 
and complex design (think thin and heavy clients), chose the simple one. It is easier to foresee 
future security vulnerabilities with simpler solutions and components are easier exchangeable if 
security demands are not met, e.g. smartcards that could be replaced at certain intervals.   
Unlike operational problems, the security aspects are typically all or nothing, i.e. either it is not 
visible on a daily basis or hitting the system with full strength. A kind of arms race occurs where 



the attacker and the defender are developed gradually. We think a security solution based on 
dynamical safety mechanisms is preferable.  
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